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This topic has been
selected
by
Mr.ArulBalaji long back ago. This topic has been decoded and written as a book.
Dr.Pradheep has been rewarded for this in USA. The movie has been given in DVD
form to office members a month back. They have watched the movie and got prepared
for the talk.
Brief spiritual ritual were conducted by Dr.Pardheep in the office to Lord.Murugan [God
of eternal knowledge]
He spoke about the movie and started decoding the events. He tried to link the movie
with our life and spirituality. Young office workers were much interested in listening and
linking. Many questions were also asked. The concept of ego, Uni5 chart to know the
awreness level has been discussed in depth. After the talk members shared their views,
ideas, plans about COC sessions. Many doubts were also answered by
Dr.Pradheepkumar.
Dr.Pradheepkumar's very first Matrix talk to the public was very clear and simple. In this
occasion ABN drugs released the calendar for 2013 which has been prepared with
Dr.Madeswaran's drawings. We thank Mr.Arulbalaji and his crew for taking the mission
of Sakthi foundation, COC project to many doctors. They have made a very great
change among the doctors. The way they have approached to develop their business is
through spirituality. For this they need confident and trust in what we say through COC
sessions. We also thank them for taking much time and interest in bringing out our
pictures in colorful way through Mr.Senthilnathan. This time they have donated Rs.5000
to for trust for this month's talk. We share a good feature for them! In May 2013 they
have asked for a day workshop with Dr.Pradheepkumar.
Thanking them , Sakthi Foundation members.

